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A randomized evaluation in rural Kenya finds, contrary to the previous literature, that providing textbooks did not raise average test scores. Textbooks did increase the scores of the best students (those with high pretest scores) but had little effect on other students. Textbooks are written in English, most students’ third language, and many students could not use them effectively. More generally, the curriculum in Kenya, and in many other developing countries, tends to be oriented toward academically strong students, leaving many students behind in societies that combine a centralized educational system; the heterogeneity in student preparation associated with rapid educational expansion; and disproportionate elite power. (JEL O15, I21, I28, J13)

Many economists argue that increasing educational expenditure will have a limited impact on learning in distorted educational systems (e.g., Eric A. Hanushek 1995 and Lant Pritchett and Deon Filmer 1999). Yet even skeptics of the impact of education spending in such systems believe that providing textbooks to schools where they are scarce can substantially increase test scores (see reviews by Stephen P. Heyneman, Joseph P. Farrell, and Manuel A. Sepulveda-Stuardo 1978; Bruce Fuller 1986; Marlaine E. Lockheed and Hanushek 1988; and Fuller and Prema Clarke 1994). Indeed, one political economy model of distortions in education suggests that spending on nonteacher inputs will raise student performance much more...
than increased spending on teachers (Pritchett and Filmer 1999). Policy makers appear to agree with this view. For example, when the World Bank increased loans to Kenya after the Moi regime ended, one of its first loans was for a major textbook supply program.

We report the results of a randomized trial program that provided textbooks to rural Kenyan primary schools. Unlike previous studies, we find that textbooks had little effect on the typical student. The results do not appear to be statistical artifacts. The treatment and comparison schools were similar in geographic location, enrollment, and pre-program test scores. Neither selection nor attrition bias appears to drive the results.

Why did textbooks not raise test scores? One clue is that textbooks appear to have raised the scores of students with higher pretest scores. An interaction term between pretest scores and assignment to the textbook program has a highly significant positive impact on post-test scores. Consistent with the hypothesis that textbooks helped only strong students, students who made it to the selective final year of primary school (grade 8) were more likely to enter secondary school if they were in schools that received textbooks. Moreover, a randomized evaluation of a program that gave grants to similar schools, half of which were spent on textbooks, also found that most of the benefits accrued to the strongest students. There is little evidence that textbooks reduced grade repetition or dropping out, consistent with the finding of no impact on weaker students.

The finding that the textbooks provided were of little use to many students is plausible. English is the medium of instruction in Kenyan schools but is the third language of many pupils, including those examined here. Moreover, pupil and teacher absence rates are high, so many pupils fall behind the official curriculum. Once they do, it may be difficult to catch up, since our data show that many students cannot effectively read and comprehend the English textbooks.

This raises a larger issue. It is difficult for Kenya’s centralized, uniform education system to serve the entire population, given the vast heterogeneity in the educational and economic backgrounds of students generated by a rapidly expanding education system. The legacy of colonial education and the political economy of post-independence Kenya may have led to an educational system that favors the most advantaged students.

Many other developing countries appear to have a similar mismatch in curricula. Particularly after the early primary years, many developing countries instruct students in a language that is not their mother tongue, often that of the former colonial power or a local majority group. Mother tongue instruction is the norm for the first three years of primary education in Africa but not thereafter (Ayo Bamgbose 2004). In India, most primary schools teach in the most common regional language, but 87 percent of secondary schools teach in another language (National Council of Educational Research and Training 2002).

Poor performance on national and international standardized tests and high repetition and dropout rates suggest that many developing country pupils fall behind the curriculum. For example, in Sri Lanka, academic tests given to grade 5 students revealed that only 37 percent had mastered grade 4 reading skills (in Sinhala or Tamil), and only 38 percent had mastered grade 4 math skills (World Bank 2004).
developing countries, each year 6.2 percent of primary students repeat a grade, compared to 0.8 percent in developed countries; and 25.5 percent drop out of primary school, compared to 2.3 percent in developed countries (UNESCO 2006). The mismatch in curricula may contribute to high dropout rates and low learning in many developing nations. Our results suggest that distortions in education systems due to political economy factors may go beyond overspending on teachers relative to non-teacher inputs, compromising even those policies with apparently clear benefits such as textbook provision.

This paper is organized as follows. Section I describes primary education in Kenya and explains the design of the textbook program. Section II presents evidence that the program had little impact on average scores. Section III argues that the program benefited only students with the highest initial achievement. Section IV interprets these results in terms of the political economy of education and concludes.

I. Background: Primary Education in Kenya and the School Assistance Program

This section describes Kenya’s primary education system and how the textbook program was implemented. It then discusses the selection of schools, the tests, initial conditions in textbook and comparison schools, and the program’s impact on textbook access and on pedagogy.

A. Primary Education in Kenya

In the years covered in this study, Kenya’s Ministry of Education set the curriculum, administered national and district exams, and hired all teachers. Local parent-run school committees had to pay for almost all other school costs. Major capital expenses such as construction were financed by large fundraising drives called harambees. Recurrent costs (minor repairs, chalk, books for teachers, etc.) were covered by school fees. In practice, parents and headmasters often bargained over how much of the fees parents had to pay.

Almost all Kenyan children start primary school. Grades 1, 2, and 3 are taught in English, Kiswahili, and the local language (Kiluhya in two-thirds of our sample, Ateso in the rest). After grade 3, all instruction is in English. Average class size in our sample ranges from 49 students in grade 1 to 18 students in grade 8. At the end of grade 8, students take the national Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) exam, which determines the secondary schools they can attend. To maintain high average scores on the KCPE, some primary schools promote only strong students to grade 8; other students must either repeat grade 7 or drop out. Students also drop out in earlier grades. In our sample, 35 percent of the students in grade 3, when the program began, had dropped out after three years. Schools usually had textbooks for teachers but few for students. A 1990 Ministry of Education survey found a pupil to textbook ratio of 17 to 1 in primary schools.

When the project started, the schools had very few textbooks. About 80 percent of the students in the sample were in classrooms with less than one English textbook for every 20 students. The analogous figures for math and science texts were 78 percent and 89 percent, respectively. In response, some parents purchased textbooks.
In our sample 80 percent to 90 percent of the textbooks students had were bought by their parents. Even after including textbooks purchased by parents for students in grades 3, 4, and 5, only one out of six students had English and math textbooks. In grades 6 and 7, one in four had these textbooks. Very few had textbooks in other subjects. Students in grade 8 had more textbooks. About 40 percent of grade 8 students had math and English textbooks. Access to textbooks was somewhat better, since two or three students usually shared a bench, and if one had a textbook they would share it.

B. Textbook and Grant Provision

In 1995, the Ministry of Education district office selected 100 of the 333 primary schools in Kenya’s Busia and Teso districts to participate in the School Assistance Program (SAP) funded by International Christelijk Steunfonds (ICS), a Dutch nonprofit organization. Busia and Teso schools are typical of others in Kenya. In 1995, average KCPE scores in these districts were roughly at the median for Kenya as a whole. In early 1996, 25 out of 100 schools were chosen randomly to receive the official government textbooks. (Kenya’s school year begins in January and ends in November, with long spring and summer breaks.) Students in grades 3–7 received English textbooks, and students in grades 3, 5, and 7 received math textbooks. Grade 8 students received science textbooks since many already had math and English texts. In early 1997, math textbooks were given to students in grades 4 and 6, and agriculture texts to students in grade 8. The associated teacher’s guide was also given in each grade and subject where textbooks were given.

The Kenyan textbooks used cost $2–$3, while per capita GDP in Kenya in 1997 was $330. In rural areas, incomes are substantially lower than average, so the annual cost of buying a set of textbooks (one for each subject) could approach 10 percent of a rural household’s per capita income.

Textbooks were given at less than a one-to-one ratio since Heyneman, Dean T. Jamison, and Xenia Montenegro (1984) found little difference in test scores between Philippine schools randomly selected to receive one textbook for every two pupils and other schools randomly selected to receive one textbook for each pupil. A 60 percent textbook per pupil ratio was used for English and science, and a 50 percent ratio for math. Pupils in grades 3–5 could not take textbooks home. Pupils in grades 6–8 were put into pairs to share textbooks by taking them home on alternate days.

In 1997, another 25 of the 100 schools were selected to receive grants equal to $2.65 per student or, on average, $727 per school. After transport costs, 43 percent of this money was spent on new textbooks, 46 percent on construction, and the remainder on equipment and supplies. The short-run effect of grants is likely to primarily reflect textbook purchases because classroom construction in Kenya often takes years, and the grants were too small to pay for an entire classroom.

C. School Selection

The 100 SAP schools were chosen because they were deemed to be needy and (with one exception) were not part of an earlier textbook project (discussed in Section
II). In 1995, the median school average test score among SAP schools on the district exam for grades 6 and 7 was at the 40th percentile of the distribution of school average test scores in Busia. On the grade 8 exam, the median SAP school was at the 33rd percentile of the distribution for all schools in Busia. Thus, student performance in the 100 SAP schools was somewhat below the average for all 333 schools in Busia and Teso.

The 100 SAP schools were randomly divided into four groups as follows. Schools were listed alphabetically within geographic divisions. These lists were combined, into a single list in alphabetical order by division names. From this list, every fourth school, starting with the first, was assigned to group 1. Similarly, every fourth school starting with the second, third, and fourth was assigned to groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Group 1 schools received textbooks in early 1996. In early 1997, group 2 schools received grants for the purchase of educational materials (including textbooks). Group 3 and 4 schools received similar grants in early 1998 and 2000, respectively. Henceforth, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000 are referred to as years 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the program, respectively.

D. Description of Tests

The Ministry of Education administers district-wide exams to upper-grade primary school students to measure their knowledge of the official curriculum. As explained above, grade 8 students also take the KCPE exam.1 In years 1–4 of the program, ICS administered additional tests in the 100 SAP schools. These were modeled on the district and KCPE exams by Ministry of Education staff. At the start of year 1, ICS administered baseline tests in English, math, and science for grades 3–8 in the 25 group 1 schools (which received textbooks at the start of year 1) and the 25 group 4 schools (which were not assisted until year 5). At the end of years 1 and 2, ICS administered exams in all 100 schools to grades not participating in the district exams (grades 3 and 4 in year 1 and grades 3–7 in year 2). In years 3 and 4, ICS gave grades 3–8 exams even though most grades had district exams.

There are three sets of comparison schools for the 25 schools that received textbooks in year 1. At the end of year 1, they can be compared to all schools that had not yet received assistance—groups 2, 3, and 4. We call these the 75-school comparison group. In year 2, they can be compared to the 50 schools in groups 3 and 4 that had not yet been assisted, called the 50-school comparison group. In years 3 and 4, they can be compared to the 25 group 4 schools that were assisted in 2000, called the 25-school comparison group. Any results using the year 1 (January 1996) pretest scores must compare the textbook schools to the 25-school comparison group, since only those schools have pretest scores.

---

1 District exams are given in October for grades 4 through 7 and in July for grade 8. The KCPE is given in November. Unless otherwise stated, we use October district exam results for grades 4 through 7 and KCPE results for grade 8. In year 2, no October district exams were given due to a national decree unrelated to the textbook program. In year 3, they were given only in Busia, not in Teso.
E. Initial Conditions

The 25 textbook schools and the 25-school comparison group had very similar pre-program test scores (Table 1). For each grade and subject combination, scores were normalized by subtracting the mean in the comparison group and then dividing by the comparison group standard deviation. All regression estimates use school random effects since students in the same school may share common effects such as headmaster quality.

Averaging over grades, pre-program differences in English and math scores between group 1 and group 4 schools are never more than 0.05 standard deviations, and are never statistically significant. This is also true for science when averaged over all grades. But for grade 8 science (the only grade given science textbooks) the difference is larger, 0.17, and statistically significant (10 percent level). Regressions combining all grade-subject combinations show small, insignificant differences, 0.06 standard deviations for grades given textbooks and 0.02 for all grades.

F. Impact on Textbook Availability and Pedagogy

In years 1 and 2, the program greatly increased the supply of textbooks in the textbook schools. Yet, the program impact fell over time as books depreciated and comparison schools obtained books from other sources. In year 1, the ratio of school-owned books per pupil for grade-subject combinations that received textbooks was 0.65 in textbook schools but only 0.04 in the comparison schools (Table 2). In contrast, in the grade-subject combinations not given textbooks, the ratios were identical for both groups. In grade-subject combinations that received textbooks, textbook schools had fewer privately owned textbooks than comparison schools, 0.10 versus 0.18. Perhaps the program crowded out 0.08 private books per student in year 1. (Private textbook ownership is correlated slightly with initial test scores, ranging from 0.02 to 0.08.) Yet, this crowding out is small relative to the difference in school-owned books. Combining school and private books, the ratio was 0.75 for textbook schools and 0.22 for comparison schools, a gap of 0.53. In contrast, in the grade-subject combinations not given textbooks the ratios were very close, 0.11 and 0.13.

Similar results hold in later years, but the gap between textbook and comparison schools narrows over time in grade-subject combinations that received textbooks. At the end of year 2, a new program that distributed textbooks to 21 of the 100 schools further narrowed the gap in textbook availability between treatment and comparison schools. Moreover, in year 2, there were some curriculum changes and new editions of some textbooks. The changes were modest, but some teachers may not have wanted pupils to use a version of the text older than the one they were teaching from, so differences across schools in effective numbers of textbooks may have declined. The receipt of new textbooks by some schools at the end of year 2 and the curriculum and textbooks changes in year 2 lead us to focus our analysis on years 1 and 2.

Students in textbook schools report having much more access to school-owned textbooks in grade-subject combinations that received textbooks. Sixty-two percent of textbook school students in year 2 report having access to a school-owned book in class for the grade-subject combinations given textbooks, compared to only 8 percent
By year 3, the difference is smaller, 72 percent for students in textbook schools versus 28 percent for comparison school students. Over half of textbook school students report that they can take home school texts in subjects for which textbooks were given (Table 3, columns 3 and 4) compared to less than 10 percent of comparison school students. Finally, trained observers visited classrooms to see whether the program affected pedagogy. There were few noticeable effects. The main difference is that pupils used textbooks in class more often in textbook schools than in comparison schools, although differences were modest and dissipated by year 3. Specifically, in year 2 textbooks were used in 62 percent of the classroom observation sessions in the textbook schools but only in 46 percent of the observation sessions in the comparison schools, a difference significant at the 5 percent level. By year 3 this difference was smaller (46 percent in textbook schools versus 37 percent in comparison schools) and statistically insignificant. The difference in textbook use in year 2 reflects differences in both teachers’ presence in the classroom and use of textbooks conditional
on being present. The only other pedagogical difference is a small increase in homework assigned in textbook schools.\textsuperscript{2}

II. Program Effect on Average Test Scores

This section discusses our econometric specification and presents two estimators of the effect of textbooks on average test scores: a level estimator and a difference-in-differences estimator. Both estimators suggest little effect of textbooks on average test scores. Glewwe, Kremer, and Moulin 2007 report results from a third estimator, a differences-in-differences, subject-based estimator that compares the difference in textbook schools between test scores in subject-grade combinations in which textbooks were and were not given to the same difference in comparison schools. This estimator suggests that one can rule out effects of textbooks on average test scores as low as 0.07 standard deviations. However, such an estimator would be subject to bias if there are learning spillovers from one subject to another. Robustness checks show that the results for the first two estimators are not driven by selection or attrition bias. We then show that retrospective estimates yield misleading results in the Kenyan context.

A. Econometric Specification

For each grade and subject combination, we normalize test scores by subtracting the mean score, and dividing by the standard deviation in the 75 comparison schools. Thus, a student with a normalized score of 0.1 is 0.1 standard deviations above the mean. For reference, moving from 0.0 to 0.1 standard deviations in a normal distribution moves a student from the 50th to the 54th percentile.

Test scores may be correlated among students in the same class and school due to unobserved teacher and headmaster characteristics, so we use an error components
econometric model with school, grade, and subject random effects. Assume that the test score of student \(i\) in grade \(j\), subject \(k\), and school \(s\), \(t_{ijks}\), is given by

\[
(1) \quad t_{ijks} = \alpha_{jk} + \beta_{jk} p_s + u_{jks} + e_{ijks} \quad j = 3, 4, \ldots 8 \quad k = \text{English, math, science.}
\]

The dummy variable \(p_s\) indicates whether school \(s\) received textbooks. Random assignment of textbooks to schools ensures that \(E[p_s u_{jks}] = E[p_s e_{ijks}] = 0\). All estimates of (1) use Generalized Least Squares (GLS) to account for within-school correlation of students’ test scores for a given grade and subject without imposing a specific distribution (e.g., normality) on the residuals.

We also combine several grades in a subject to estimate the (weighted) average impact of textbooks on test scores in that subject. This specification decomposes \(u_{jks}\) in (1) into a school specific term, \(u_{ks}\), and a grade specific term conditional on the school term, \(v_{jks}\):

\[
(2) \quad t_{ijks} = \alpha_{3k} D_{3i} + \alpha_{4k} D_{4i} + \cdots + \alpha_{8k} D_{8i} + \beta_{k} p_s + u_{ks} + v_{jks} + e_{ijks} \\
\quad k = \text{English, math, science.}
\]

Equation (2) includes grade specific intercepts with corresponding dummy variables.

Our final estimates combine all grades and subjects for which data are available:

\[
(3) \quad t_{ijks} = \alpha_{3E} D_{3Ei} + \alpha_{3M} D_{3Mi} + \alpha_{3S} D_{3Si} + \cdots + \alpha_{8E} D_{8Ei} + \alpha_{8M} D_{8Mi} + \alpha_{8S} D_{8Si} + \beta_{k} p_s + u_s + w_{js} + v_{jks} + e_{ijks}.
\]

Equations (2) and (3) are also estimated by GLS to account for their additive error structure.

For each year, the sample comprises all students tested in October of that year who were enrolled in January of year 1 in the 25 textbook schools or the relevant comparison group. Pupils who changed schools after January of year 1 are always classified by their initial school, so the estimated program effect is the impact of being offered the treatment (intention to treat) not the impact of the treatment itself (selection and attrition bias are discussed below). The comparison schools are the

---

3 An alternative specification is to allow for arbitrary correlation across students in the same schools (and classrooms) by using a “robust” variance-covariance matrix that allows for such correlation. We reestimated our main results using this specification and found very similar results. For example, in the first column of Table 4, using this approach gives the same point estimate (0.022) and a slightly smaller standard error (0.085). For the third column of Table 4, it gives a lower point estimate (−0.014) and a slightly smaller standard error (0.049).

4 Equation (3) assumes that students have the same teacher for all subjects, so that \(w_{js}\) is a teacher-specific effect and \(v_{jks}\) is a subject-specific effect conditional on having that teacher. In upper grades, teachers specialize by subject, so the error term should be \(u_s + w_{js} + v_{jks} + e_{ijks}\), where \(w_{js}\) is a teacher specific effect for the teacher teaching subject \(k\) in all grades, and \(v_{jks}\) is the grade-specific impact of that teacher. In practice, these two different error structures for equation (3) yield similar results. Also, adding an individual-level random effect when stacking across subjects for equation (3) had almost no effect on the estimates and only slightly reduced estimated standard errors.
75-school comparison group for year 1, the 50-school group for year 2, and the 25-school group for years 3 and 4. The smaller sample sizes for years 3 and 4, and the changes in curriculum and textbook availability discussed above lead us to focus on years 1 and 2.

B. Impact on Average Test Scores

Aggregating over all grades and subjects, equation (3) gives a statistically insignificant impact of 0.02 standard deviations (Table 4, column 1). The standard error of 0.087 allows one to reject (at the 5 percent level) the hypothesis that the true (average) effect was 0.20 or higher. Separate estimates by sex (not shown in Table 4) revealed very little difference, by gender, in the impact of the program.

There is no evidence that the impact of textbooks rose over time. At the end of year 2, all textbook school students in grades 4–7 had had English textbooks for two years, and those in grades 4 and 6 had had math textbooks for two years. Aggregating over both subjects for these grades yields a statistically insignificant impact of 0.02 (Table 4, column 2), the same as the estimated effect after one year, ruling out an average impact of 0.23 or higher (at the 5 percent significance level). Estimates of program impacts for years 3 and 4, reported in the working paper version of this paper, are slightly negative and rule out impacts of 0.20 or higher.

Comparing differences in pretest and post-test scores across textbook and comparison schools yields more precise estimates (Table 4, columns 3 and 4). These differences-in-difference estimates for the schools that participated in the year 1 pretest, aggregated over subjects, yield estimates of the treatment effect of 0.02 and $-0.05$ after one and two years, respectively. Their smaller standard errors rule out impacts of 0.13 and 0.11 or higher. Estimates after three and four years (not reported in Table 4) rule out impacts of 0.10 and 0.08 or higher, respectively.

Thus, both types of estimates show impacts of textbooks close to zero. Depending on the method used, one can reject effects as small as 0.20 or 0.13 standard deviations.

C. Robustness Checks

The results do not appear to be due to selection or attrition bias. Dropout and transfer rates from year 0 to year 1 across textbook and comparison schools show small, statistically insignificant differences (Table 5, first two rows), suggesting that selection into textbook schools is not a serious concern.

Textbook schools may have promoted more pupils to grades 3, 5, and 7, hoping to receive more textbooks. From year 0 to year 1, 22 percent of textbook school students repeated a grade, while 26 percent did so in the comparison schools (Table 5, row 3). Yet, any bias from differential repetition is likely to be very small. To see why, consider the extreme assumption that the “extra” 4 percent of students promoted in the textbook schools are the weakest students, i.e., those who scored lowest on the year 1 pretests. “Demoting” these students one grade and reestimating the year 2 level regression in Table 4 yields a textbooks impact of only 0.044 standard deviations (standard error of 0.098). This is only slightly larger than the year 2 estimate in Table 4 despite the extreme assumption.
Attrition bias is also unlikely to explain the results. In year 1, the difference in the percent of pupils not tested is very small, 25.4 percent in textbook schools and 25.6 percent in the 25-school comparison group (Table 5, row 5). In year 2, 33.3 percent of pupils in comparison schools and 31.0 percent in textbook schools were not tested. Yet, differences in the pretest scores of untested pupils in textbook and comparison schools are insignificant, with different signs for different subjects. Thus, the slightly higher rate at which pupils in textbook schools are tested in year 2 is unlikely to induce seriously biased estimates of textbooks’ impact on test scores. Attrition in years 3 and 4 is higher, another reason we downplay those results, but there is no evidence that it differs across groups. Finally, the simplest selection and attrition stories cannot explain the failure to find effects in the difference-in-differences specification.

D. Retrospective Estimates

The failure to find an impact of textbooks contrasts sharply with many people’s assumptions, but also with the positive results of most retrospective studies. For example, Heyneman, Farrell, and Sepulveda-Stuardo (1978) find positive effects of textbooks on test scores in 15 out of 18 studies, with some studies finding larger effects for disadvantaged students. Fuller (1986) reports significant effects of textbooks in 14 out of 22 studies, and Fuller and Clarke (1994) found the same in 19 out of 26 studies. The four papers examined in detail in Lockheed and Hanushek’s (1988) review of developing country studies report that textbooks raised test scores by 0.34, 0.36, 0.30, and 0.06 standard deviations of individual test scores. Jamison et al. (1981) compared 48 grade 1 classrooms in Nicaragua that were randomly assigned to receive radio mathematics education with 20 that received math workbooks and

---

### Table 4—Impact of Textbook Program on Normalized Test Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Normalized test score (1)</th>
<th>Normalized test score (2)</th>
<th>Normalized test score minus pretest score (3)</th>
<th>Normalized test score minus pretest score (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textbook school</td>
<td>0.023 (0.087)</td>
<td>0.020 (0.104)</td>
<td>0.018 (0.053)</td>
<td>−0.046 (0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received a textbook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region and sex dummies</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years exposed to textbooks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades</td>
<td>3–8</td>
<td>4–7</td>
<td>3–8</td>
<td>4–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>24,132</td>
<td>12,663</td>
<td>11,321</td>
<td>7,354</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Standard errors in parentheses.

a Running the same regressions for individual subjects English, math, and science (not shown in this table), yields similar results, with the coefficients on textbooks never statistically significantly different from zero.

b Sample includes all children enrolled in January of year 1 who took the relevant October/November test.

c Sample includes all children who were enrolled in January of year 1 and took the relevant October/November test as well as the pretest in January of year 1.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.

** Significant at the 5 percent level.

* Significant at the 10 percent level.
that served as controls. After one year, pupils who received workbooks scored one-third of a standard deviation higher than control group pupils, a difference significant at the 1 percent level. No significant interaction was found between pretest scores and receipt of workbooks, although workbooks narrowed gaps between rural and urban students.

Retrospective estimates using Kenyan data could lead one to conclude that textbooks raise test scores. Cross-sectional (nonexperimental) variation in textbook availability in year 1 for the 75-school comparison group can be used to estimate the effect of textbooks on test scores. We estimated OLS regressions (with school-level random effects) of normalized test scores on (a) a dummy variable indicating students with privately owned textbooks; (b) the textbook to student ratio for school-owned textbooks (calculated for each grade-subject combination in each school); and (c) other school and family variables. Pupils with privately owned English textbooks scored 0.18 standard deviations higher on English exams, controlling for parental education and land owned, and math and science books raised those test scores by 0.09 and 0.05 standard deviations (Table 6, row 1). The English and math impacts are highly significant, but not the science impact. Aggregating over all subjects yields an impact of 0.12 with a tight standard error (0.016).

As discussed above, Heyneman, Jamison, and Montenegro (1984) compared Philippine schools randomly selected to receive one textbook per one or two students, and found little difference in test scores. They also compared these two scenarios with no textbooks and find a substantial positive impact of textbooks on test scores. Yet, these estimates compare the same schools before and after receiving textbooks and so are not based on randomized trials.
School-owned textbooks and test scores are negatively correlated in these estimates (Table 6, row 2) but this may be because donors gave more textbooks to the neediest schools. A difference-in-differences estimate of the impact of school-owned textbooks is possible using data on a 1994 World Bank textbook provision project conducted by the Jomo Kenyatta Foundation. It provided English and math textbooks to 95 of Busia and Teso’s 333 primary schools at roughly one book per two pupils and one Swahili and one science book per four pupils, targeting the neediest schools. Difference-in-differences estimates of school-level average scores on government exams in grades 6, 7, and 8 for about 80 percent of the 334 schools suggest that in 1994 textbooks raised grade 7 test scores by 0.50 standard deviations and, in 1995, grade 7 and 8 scores were raised by about 0.65 standard deviations (Table 7). No significant impact is seen for grade 6 or for grade 8 in 1994.

To summarize Section II, our randomized trial yields no evidence that textbooks raised test scores for the average student. Our two estimators of the impact on average test scores allow us to reject effects greater than 0.20 and 0.13 standard deviations in year 1, and data from later years provide no evidence that textbooks’ impact on test scores accumulates over time. These results do not seem to be driven by selection or attrition bias. In contrast, retrospective estimates using cross-

---

**Table 6—Cross-Sectional Retrospective Estimates of Impact of Textbooks on Test Scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student-owned books</td>
<td>0.178***</td>
<td>0.087***</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.116***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-owned books</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>−0.354***</td>
<td>−0.554</td>
<td>−0.190**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
<td>(0.145)</td>
<td>(0.442)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>10,115</td>
<td>10,129</td>
<td>10,068</td>
<td>30,312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Asymptotic standard errors are in parentheses. All regression included school random effects, a constant term and dummy variables for grade. Other variables included are parental education (for students in grades 6–8, for whom data are available), land owned, parental participation in school, teacher education, and teacher training. The test scores used are the ICS tests of October of year 1 for grades 3 and 4, the district tests of October of year 1 for grades 5–7 and the KCPE tests of November of year 1 for grade 8.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

---

**Table 7—Panel Retrospective Estimates—Impact of Jomo Kenyatta Textbooks on Test Scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1994</th>
<th>1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>−0.157</td>
<td>−0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.171)</td>
<td>(0.266)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.497**</td>
<td>0.641**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.252)</td>
<td>(0.291)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.676***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.172)</td>
<td>(0.204)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Standard errors are in parentheses. Each cell represents a regression of normalized test scores in 1994 or 1995 minus normalized test scores in 1993 on geographic dummy variables and a dummy variable for whether the school received textbooks (the coefficient on the last dummy is the one reported). Sample sizes ranged from 255 to 274. Scores are normalized across students not across schools. The school mean scores have been standardized, in terms of the distribution across students, using a sample of students from the SAP schools in each year.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

---

6 We convert standard deviations of school mean test scores into estimated standard deviations of individual test scores using a small sample of schools for which we have student level data.
sectional data on privately owned textbooks and longitudinal data on school-owned textbooks suggest a significant positive impact of textbooks on average test scores.\(^7\)

### III. Interactions between Initial Test Scores and Program Impact

This section presents evidence that the provision of textbooks in rural Kenya primarily benefited the strongest students. This result contrasts sharply with findings in the literature that textbooks should most benefit the weakest students and holds despite the fact that weaker students are less likely to own a textbook initially.\(^8\) Note, that if textbooks benefit the strongest students disproportionately, parents should be more likely to buy textbooks for such students, biasing upward retrospective estimates of the impact of textbooks on test scores. We first examine the impact of interactions between student pretest scores and assignment to a textbook school on post-test scores. Interacting program assignment and student characteristics should be done cautiously, given the potential for data mining, but conditioning on initial values of the dependent variable is a natural interaction to examine average effects. We also present evidence on other educational outcomes, showing that textbooks increased progression to secondary school for eighth graders but did not reduce grade repetition or raise attendance in lower grades. This supports the hypothesis that textbooks mostly benefited strong students since only those students reach grade 8 and have a hope of going to secondary school. We then present evidence that many students had difficulty reading the textbooks. Finally, we present results from the grants program, which also seems to disproportionately benefit initially high scoring students, and examine alternative explanations of our results, none of which garner evidence in their support.

#### A. Interaction Effects

In year 1, an interaction term between the program variable and the average pre-test score is highly significant when aggregating across all subjects. The program increased scores by 0.057 standard deviations more for students with pretest scores one standard deviation above the mean (Table 8, column 1).\(^9\) This is also true in year 2 when the interaction term is even slightly higher at 0.061 standard deviations (Table 8, column 2).

Most of the difference in program impacts seems to reflect interactions between the program and student characteristics, not interactions with school or teacher characteristics. To check this, we added school fixed effects to the regressions in Table 8 (not shown). This prevents estimation of the program effect but not estimation of a within-school interaction term. For English, math, and all subjects combined, within-school interactions are only slightly smaller than the overall interaction

\(^7\) Of course, it is possible that more sophisticated methods such as regression discontinuity design methods would have been less subject to bias than simple OLS analyses.

\(^8\) The correlation between mean pretest score and ownership of private textbooks in group 4 schools in year 1 ranged from 0.10 (science) to 0.15 (English).

\(^9\) Similar results are found using only the English pretest score (recall that all textbooks are written in English). This is not surprising because English pretest scores and average pretest scores are highly correlated.
effects in Table 8. For example, the coefficient is 0.048 for all subjects combined in year 1, only slightly smaller than the estimate of 0.057.

Pretest scores may measure initial achievement with substantial noise, so the coefficients on the pretest and on the interaction between the pretest and the program may have attenuation bias, underestimating the true impact of initial academic achievement, and its interaction with the program, on later achievement. To get a sense of the potential magnitude of such a correction, suppose the true coefficient on initial academic achievement were one, as in many difference-in-difference specifications. If so, attenuation bias appears to be large, since that coefficient is only 0.43 in year 1 (and lower in year 2). Applying a similar correction factor to the estimated year 1 interaction effect yields an interaction effect of 0.13 standard deviations.

Interactions are also significant in regressions of changes in scores. Table 8, column 3 adds an interaction term to the year 1 regression in Table 4, column 3, in which the dependent variable is the (post-test) score minus the pretest score. That term is significant at the 5 percent level.

Table 9 splits the sample into quintiles, based on average pretest scores, and re-estimates the level regressions in Table 4 by quintile, thus allowing treatment effects and school random effects to vary by quintile. Aggregating across all subject-grade combinations, the estimated effects of textbooks on test scores in year 1 by quintile, from lowest to highest, are −0.05, −0.02, 0.03, 0.14, and 0.22 standard deviations (Table 9). These effects are statistically insignificant for quintiles 1–3, but significant for quintiles 4 and 5 at the 10 percent and 5 percent levels, respectively. Since pretests are noisy, some students in the top quintile were not necessarily in the top quintile of initial knowledge. Thus, the true effect of knowledge in the top quintile may be greater than 0.22 standard deviations. The pattern of effects across quintiles

---

**Table 8—Normalized Test Scores as a Function of Treatment and Pretest Score**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Normalized test score (year 1)</th>
<th>Normalized test score (year 2)</th>
<th>Normalized test score minus pretest scores (year 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textbook school</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
<td>(0.088)</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest score</td>
<td>0.430***</td>
<td>0.342***</td>
<td>−0.338***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest × textbook school</td>
<td>0.057***</td>
<td>0.061***</td>
<td>0.042**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>11,342</td>
<td>7,393</td>
<td>11,321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The first two columns are regressions of October/November test scores for the relevant year on dummy variables for textbook school, sex, and region, the average of the three year 1 pretest scores, and an interaction term between the textbook school dummy and the average pretest score. The dependent variable in the third column is the October/November test score minus pretest score. Each regression includes all children enrolled in January of year 1 who took the January pretest and the relevant October/November test.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

---

10 This pattern generates the positive interaction effect seen above and is consistent with not finding a significant average effect, so these interaction and average effects do not necessarily imply negative impacts on weak students.
in year 2 is similar, except that the effects for the top two quintiles are less precisely estimated and statistically insignificant.

It is difficult to use our data to test for interaction effects after year 2, but the data suggest no interaction effects in later years. This is not surprising. First, textbook availability and usage converged in later years (Tables 2 and 3), so most academically strong students in comparison schools probably had at least a shared textbook. Second, textbook use in class converged over time for treatment and comparison schools, perhaps because new textbooks were issued in year 2, and teachers may not have wanted students to use the old books, even though they were quite similar.11 Third, all interaction effects are based on pretests at the start of year 1, and, over time, they presumably measure current achievement and motivation less precisely. The fall from year 1 to year 2 in the pretest score coefficient in Table 8 supports this. Finally, the sample size falls each year as children drop out or finish primary school, reducing the precision of the estimates.

### B. Other Educational Outcomes

Evidence for other educational outcomes is consistent with the finding that textbooks primarily benefited academically strong students. Consider drop out rates and grade repetition. Pupils in grades 3–7 in year 1 had four possible outcomes for year 2: stay in school and be promoted, stay in school and repeat, drop out, or transfer out. The same holds true for grade 8 pupils, but promotion has two forms: finish primary school and leave school, or finish primary school and enter secondary school. After one year, grade 3–7 pupils show no significant differences in dropout or repetition rates across textbook and comparison schools. Textbooks also did not affect pupil absences. These results imply no program effect

---

11 Classroom observations in year 2 in grade-subject combinations given textbooks showed that textbook use in class was 16.4 percentage points higher in textbook schools but, by year 3, this gap was only 8.2 percentage points.

12 Here, statistical significance is based on a probit regression with school random effects.
In contrast, grade 8 students in the textbook schools in year 1 were more likely to enter secondary school in year 2 than comparison school students (43 percent versus 38 percent). This difference is significant at the 5 percent level (Table 10, columns 3 and 4) and is consistent with textbooks being most helpful to academically strong students, since grade 8 is de facto selective and only strong students go to secondary school.

C. Why Do Textbooks Increase Scores Only for Strong Students?

One possible reason why students with high initial achievement may benefit more from textbooks is that those books are too difficult for other students to use effectively. Indeed, the median students in lower grades seem to have difficulty even reading the textbooks. Fifty of the 100 schools were randomly selected for visits in year 4, and the median student (by class rank) in grades 3–8 was asked to read the English textbook provided by the program. In grade 3, only 15 percent of the median students could read the grade 3 English textbook, and only 29 percent of the grade 4 median students could read their English textbooks (Table 11). This problem is less common in upper grades. The figures are 62 percent for grade 5, 85 percent for grade 6, and about 95 percent for grades 7 and 8. Yet, even students who can read the words in the textbooks may have difficulty effectively using a textbook in their third language (Table 11, columns 2–4).

Differences in whether students took textbooks home may explain part, but not most, of the differential impact of textbooks across weak and strong students. Students in grades 6–8 were allowed to take textbooks home, but younger students were not. Grades 6–8 students in textbook schools who took the textbooks home had higher average pretest scores (0.21) than those who did not (−0.03), a difference significant at the 1 percent level. Yet, the year 1 interaction effect for the level regression for grades 3–5, in which students could not take textbooks home, is 0.051, only

| Table 10—Promotion, Repetition, and Dropping Out from Year 1 to Year 2 |
|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | Lower grades (3–7) | Upper grade (8) |
|                  | Textbook schools | Comparison schools | Textbook schools | Comparison schools |
| Stayed, promoted | 0.53            | 0.53             | 0.32***         | 0.41             |
| Finished primary, no secondary |                     | 0.16           | 0.14             |
| Entered secondary | 0.21            | 0.21             | 0.16**          | 0.38             |
| Stayed, repeated  | 0.08            | 0.09             | 0.06            | 0.04             |
| Number of students | 5,009            | 4,838            | 447             | 440             |

Notes: For promotion, repetition and dropping out, comparison schools are the 25-school comparison group. Lower and upper grades refer to grade of pupils in year 1. Tests for statistical significance are based on probits with school random effects.

*** Difference with comparison group significant at the 1 percent level.
** Difference with comparison group significant at the 5 percent level.
* Difference with comparison group significant at 10 percent.
slightly smaller than the estimate of 0.072 for grades 6–8 (these are not reported in Table 8).

D. Evidence from Another Program and Alternative Explanations

Evidence from another source, the grant program conducted in the 25 group 2 schools, further supports the hypothesis that textbooks were best suited for the strongest students. The 25 schools given grants in year 2 spent almost half the funds on textbooks. Thus, we have a second, quasi-independent randomized trial to evaluate.\[13\] We cannot rule out that nontextbook grant expenditures may have also affected scores, but most of that expenditure was on classroom construction, which takes time, so estimated effects should mainly reflect textbook purchases.

Table 12 shows estimates of equation (3) for the schools given grants in year 2. Level results (column 1) show a point estimate of the effect of receiving a grant on average test scores of 0.13 standard deviations, but it is insignificant. Difference-in-differences results (column 2) yield marginally significant results of about 0.12 standard deviations. While the point estimates in columns 1 and 2 of the effect of textbooks purchased using grants are larger than those for the textbook program, the differences with the corresponding estimators in Table 4 (columns 1 and 3) are not statistically significant. If the higher point estimate reflects a real difference, rather than sampling variation, it may be due to schools that particularly need textbooks choosing to buy them, or it may reflect nontextbook expenditure from the grants.

Estimates based on the 25 schools given grants offer further support for the proposition that textbooks are most useful for students with strong preparation. First, an interaction term between pretest scores and the program variable (Table 12, column 3) was positive and statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Second, estimates

\[13\] Strictly speaking, this trial is not fully independent since group 2 schools are control schools for evaluating year 1 outcomes, and analyses of year 2 data for grants and for textbooks use the same comparison schools (the 50-school comparison group), but it is independent in the sense that the 25 textbook schools are not in the grants sample.
similar to those in Table 9 (not shown) show significant impacts for quintile 5 (5 percent level in level regressions and 10 percent in differenced regressions) but not for the other four quintiles.

One possible reason for the absence of an effect of textbooks on average scores is crowding out; other efforts to improve schools may have declined in response to textbook provision. Data from a school questionnaire (which collected information from the school headmaster) and a school committee questionnaire (school committees consist of selected teachers and parents), suggest that the program crowded out harambee fundraising, which focuses on classroom construction in small schools. Yet, even if ICS assistance reduced that fundraising, it would have little short-run impact on test scores because constructing new classrooms takes time and the flow of services from new classrooms extends over many years, so the resulting test score gain is probably small in any one year. Moreover, larger schools show no evidence of crowding out, yet the estimated average program effect (from level regressions) for year 1 over all grades and subjects is 0.02 with a standard error of 0.12, virtually identical to the estimate of 0.022 in Table 4.14 Thus, crowding out is unlikely to explain why textbooks do not affect average test scores.

A final possibility is that the tests were too hard for most students. This would explain both little or no impact on most students and the significant impact on the best students (for whom the tests may have been appropriate). Indeed, the year 1 district tests were quite difficult for many students. In some subject-grade combinations, average scores were not much higher than random guessing, which implies little information in those tests. Yet, we find no evidence for textbook effects in subject-grade combinations with higher average test scores. Overall, the information content of the tests is higher for grades 6–8 than for grades 3–5, but neither

---

Table 12—Impact of Providing Grants to Group 2 Schools in Year 2 (after one year of the program)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Normalized test score (Year 2)</th>
<th>Normalized test score (Year 2) minus Year 1 test score</th>
<th>Normalized test score (Year 2)</th>
<th>Normalized test score (Year 2) minus Year 1 test score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textbook school</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.117*</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest score</td>
<td>0.494***</td>
<td>-0.506***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest score × textbook school</td>
<td>0.051***</td>
<td>0.051***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>7,486</td>
<td>7,486</td>
<td>7,486</td>
<td>7,486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. The sample includes all children enrolled in group 2, 3, or 4 schools in January of Year 1 and who took the Year 2 October/November test.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

---

14 The year 1 regression in Table 4 was re-estimated after adding an interaction term between school size and the textbook schools dummy variable. This interaction term was small and completely insignificant.
level nor difference regressions show significant impacts in grades 6–8, nor even of higher point estimates than in grades 3–5. Moreover, the ICS tests used in years 2, 3, and 4 were intentionally designed to be easier. The mean scores were much higher, conveying more information. Yet, estimates in year 2 were also close to zero. For a detailed discussion, see Glewwe, Kremer, and Moulin (2002).

IV. Conclusion

Providing textbooks to schools where few students have them seems to be an obvious way to improve learning in developing countries. Textbook provision is almost universally accepted, even by those who doubt the effectiveness of increased school spending. Yet, our results show that providing the official government textbooks in Kenya did not increase average test scores, although the scores of students with high initial achievement did increase. This suggests that the official government textbooks used were ill-suited for the typical student, which is supported by the finding that the median student in lower grades had difficulty reading the official English textbook. This may help explain the positive coefficient on textbooks in retrospective studies. Parents are more likely to obtain textbooks for academically strong students, leading to upward bias in regressions estimating the impact of textbooks on test scores. Indeed, our retrospective estimates using data from the comparison schools and from school level data for all schools in Busia and Teso, which could suffer from this bias, show positive impacts of textbooks that are statistically significant.

The finding that provision of Kenya's official government textbooks increased test scores only for above average students is arguably part of a much larger mismatch between the official curriculum and the needs of many students. Kenyan schools are judged mainly on average KCPE results, giving them little incentive to focus on students who will not make it through grade 8 or will bring down average scores if they get there. This mismatch may well play an important role in generating high repetition (21 percent) and dropout (17 percent) rates. In many developing countries—where students and teachers are frequently absent and scores on international standardized tests are very low—using curricula and textbooks that cover material at the same pace as in the developed world and assume that students know material from previous grade levels yields a serious mismatch. An evaluation of achievement grouping in Kenya (Esther Duflo, Pascaline Dupas, and Kremer 2007) further supports the idea that the Kenyan curriculum may leave many students behind. Students with low pretest scores fared much better when grouped with peers with similar pretest scores, perhaps because teachers could teach to their initial academic level.

Why is the system geared toward the strongest students? We suggest that the current system reflects three common characteristics of developing countries: (a) the adoption of a centralized, uniform national curriculum and education system; (b) substantial heterogeneity in the student population, due in part to rapid educational expansion; and (c) disproportionate political power of elites. The following paragraphs discuss each of these characteristics.

In contrast to the United States, many developing countries are characterized by a centralized educational system with a single national curriculum, competitive national exams to enter higher levels of education, and little local control over schools. This
is the case in Kenya and in many post-colonial countries. Such systems may reflect political goals, such as unifying countries with substantial ethnic diversity. While many European countries also have centralized education systems, those systems include opportunities to follow a vocational track. Such tracks are rare in developing countries. In most African countries less than 5 percent of secondary pupils attend vocational school. In Kenya, the rate is only 1.7 percent. The situation is similar in most of Asia, although China is an important exception. In developed countries, specialization typically occurs in secondary school, yet many primary students in developing countries are older than the ages at which European students begin tracking. Among pupils starting grade 8 (the last grade of primary school in Kenya) in our sample, the average age is 15, and 20 percent are 16 years old or older. Among pupils starting grades 6 or 7, the average age is 13.6 and 38 percent are age 14 or older. A typical US student who finishes 13 years of education has spent half of his or her time in a system with within-school tracking, while a typical Kenyan student who completes eight years of education spends no time in a tracked system.

As access to education expands, curricula are often adjusted. For example, at the start of the twentieth century, US secondary schools served only 10 percent of the population and were highly academic, geared towards preparing students for tertiary education. In 1910, for example, 50 percent of high school students took Latin (Diane Ravitch 2000). In the following decades, the United States rapidly expanded secondary education. By the mid-twentieth century, high school enrollment reached 65 percent, bringing in children from very different backgrounds. This educational expansion led to a transformed curriculum, including the incorporation of vocational education (Ravitch 1983).

Following independence, Kenya also expanded access to education. Its gross primary enrollment ratio almost doubled in 20 years, from 47 percent in 1960 (just before independence) to 90 percent in 1980 (Anil B. Deolalikar 1999). However, its curriculum changed very little. Kenya’s colonial education system was designed to produce a small group of elite Africans to work for the colonial bureaucracy. The demanding curriculum had no remedial education for those who fell behind. Today’s Kenyan students are extremely heterogeneous in family background, preparation for schooling, and economic status. Middle-class children in Nairobi and other cities grow up with constant exposure to English, good nutrition, and electricity, while the children of subsistence farmers hear very little English until they go to school, have poor health and nutrition, and no electricity, which substantially limits study time at home.

As enrollment increased, Kenya did make some changes to its curriculum, but the system remained primarily oriented toward the elites. References to Kenyan history and geography replaced references to English history and geography, and pictures in books are of Kenyan, not English, children. But the language of instruction remains English, most students’ third language. Tanzania is an interesting contrast. At independence, Tanzania also had a centralized, uniform education system and considerable heterogeneity in pupils’ backgrounds. Yet, unlike Kenya, Tanzania chose an education system arguably better suited to most of its population. It uses Swahili, not English, as the language of instruction, and invested more in primary education relative to secondary education (John B. Knight and Richard H. Sabot 1990).
How did Kenya end up with such a system? Historically, four factors led to a Kenyan curriculum that was not targeted toward the typical student. First, since independence, Kenya has been for the most part a de facto or de jure one party state, and elites have held disproportionate political power. These elites may have preferred an education system targeted to their children’s needs. Ministry of Education officials may design curricula and textbooks in their children’s interests and see efforts to design a curriculum more suitable for rural areas as lowering academic standards. Second, even parents of average students may favor an elite curriculum in order to secure more desirable peers in their children’s schools. If an ambitious curriculum causes weak pupils to leave the system, average students may benefit from better than average peers, and from more resources per student. Third, teachers also have incentives to demand advanced textbooks and devote less effort to pupils who cannot read them. Primary schools are judged by students’ scores on the KCPE exam, and students who drop out before taking the KCPE exam are excluded from calculations of school performance. Thus, teachers have incentives to use textbooks suited to the strongest students. Indeed, their work load decreases when a weak student drops out of school. Finally, even the market for textbooks does not cater to the typical student because it consists primarily of elite students and teachers since poorer students rarely buy textbooks.

Moving beyond the educational system itself, the broader structure of the economy and the political system did not lead to demands for increased vocational education. First, civil service jobs historically offered large rents, and access to these jobs depends on formal, academic qualifications, not vocational training. In this setting, no ethnic group had incentives to push for vocational education, or to alter local schools in ways that might improve learning for weaker pupils but could harm chances for strong pupils to obtain civil service jobs by winning the academic sweepstakes, since such a policy would reduce the representation of that ethnic group in the civil service. Second, without multi-party democracy, political competition was largely between elites from each region, so the system favored these elites. Third, in an economy with limited industry and where civil service jobs were the main route to economic security, vocational education had little constituency.

Recent political events in Kenya may be changing its political economy. When the Cold War ended, international donors gained more leverage over the government and imposed multi-party democracy, forcing politicians to appeal to poor voters and reducing the rents available to elites. A key element of politicians’ recent efforts to appeal to these voters was a promise to abolish school fees, which greatly increased enrollment. Many urban elites consequently left for private schools. Perhaps this will induce a shift in the public curricula toward average students.

We suggest two policies that might help less prepared students in Kenya. The first is remedial education for children who have fallen behind the official curriculum. Abhijit V. Banerjee et al. (2005) examined such a program in India and found it very effective. The program offers remedial education to children who reach grade 3 or 4 without mastering basic skills. They leave the classroom and receive tutoring for two hours per day. A randomized evaluation of the program shows that test scores in treatment schools rose by 0.14 standard deviations in the first year and by 0.28
standard deviations after two years, and that those impacts were strongest for the weakest students.

A second possibility would be to allow different schools or different programs within schools to teach the curriculum at different speeds. For example, some schools could cover the primary school curriculum, which is currently designed for eight years, in seven years, while others could cover it in nine or ten years. All students would take the same curriculum, so students would not be irretrievably sorted into an academic track or a more basic vocational track at an early age. Students’ opportunities for secondary school would be based solely on their performance on the KCPE, regardless of their years in primary school. Singapore has such a policy. Strong students are put into an “express” track and take the GCE O-level exam (a requirement to apply to junior colleges) after four years. The rest are placed in the “normal” track, taking an intermediate exam after four years. Those who do well, take the GCE O-level exam at the end of the fifth year (Ministry of Education of Singapore, http://www.moe.gob.sg/education/secondary). In one sense, such a system would formalize and rationalize what happens informally, and inefficiently, now. Officially, all Kenyan students face an eight-year curriculum, but many students require nine or ten years. It is inefficient to cover the same material two times, a year apart, in classes that mix pupils who have seen the material before with those who have not.

The findings in this paper have implications for other developing countries because the problem of a curriculum poorly matched to typical students’ needs, leading to high repetition and dropout rates, is not peculiar to Kenya. It occurs in much of the developing world. In sub-Saharan Africa, 15.6 percent of primary school children repeated a grade in 2002–2003, and some countries have higher rates, such as 34.4 percent in Gabon and 25.8 percent in Cameroon. Only 68.6 percent of African students reach grade 5 (UNESCO 2006). The grade 5 survival rate in India is 61 percent, and pupils whose parents never attended school have great difficulty keeping up with the curriculum (Banerjee et al. 2007). Indeed, a World Bank (1997) report provides evidence that primary school textbooks in India are too difficult for many students. High drop out and repetition rates in many developing countries suggest that curricula are not well suited to the average student.

Many have argued that distortions in educational systems limit the efficacy of additional education spending. Filmer and Pritchett (1999) expand on this argument, claiming that although teacher-centered inputs may be ineffective, nonteacher inputs could be very effective. Our results suggest that political economy distortions in educational systems may limit even the impact of one of the most basic nonteacher inputs, textbooks.

Many developing countries share the underlying features that lead to a political economy of education in which many students are left behind: a centralized, uniform education system, the heterogeneous student population that comes with rapid educational expansion, and disproportionate elite influence. Future research should examine potential reforms that could broaden access to learning and schooling, including reorientation of curricula, decentralization, tracking, vocational education, and remedial education.
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